FOREWORDS

President, Publications Chairman

President Scott Bell says the next time the weather or other job complications give you indigestion, just persevere... Greg Plotner warns that water use is the hot topic for 1995, and you should be involved in defining proposed regulations.

SPOTLIGHT

Honored by their Peers

Profiles on Distinguished Service Award winner Ray Hansen and President's Award winners Bill McKee and Royce Stewart.

COVER STORY

SADDLEBROOK

It's a lot more than a golf course and it's Chuck Rogers' responsibility to oversee the entire physical setup. Chuck is the Director of Grounds and he says that many superintendents may be assuming in working for large developments.

HEADS UP: WATER IS LIFE, CONSERVE IT

A special package report on how to make water conservation a part of your total golf course resource management has a treasure trove of tips.

HANDS ON

WEED CONTROL

Spot treatment and manual removal of weeds are the techniques recommended by several superintendents in this special report on preemergent and post-emergent programs.

OPINION

Are We Guilty or Just Not Innocent?

One course's healthy, tight, emerald green putting surfaces are another course's weak and struggling greens. Insights to an emerging problem by Mike Bailey.

ENVIRONMENT

BIRDS ARE EVERYWHERE

Why haven't we noticed that civilization and birds are quite compatible. This report on the AmerAquatic survey of bird populations on golf courses demonstrates the value of golf courses as bird and wildlife preserves.

RESEARCH

SOUTH FLORIDA PUTTING GREENS

A bermudagrass cultivar performs despite heavy use, abuse and extra short cutting.

AFTERWORDS: JARRELL, JACKSON

Jarrell discusses the great Audubon war while Jackson reviews a tough summer for growing grass.